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A COAMFTE ACCREDITED PROGRAM   

What’s New? 
 

Hello everyone!!  I hope everyone is managing as well as they can during these challenging times.  Though our landscape is 
changing, and many of us are facing some similar and different struggles, we are all in this together and hope we remember 
to lean toward those who we find helpful and supportive.   
 
Commencement 
 
As I am sure you are aware, the College, like most across the US, and around the world, have cancelled or postponed 
commencement, and/or have moved to a virtual commencement.  Though we will not be having Commencement here at 
Edgewood in the usual fashion, I want to at least acknowledge all the hard work each of these students have put into 
themselves and their education.  Once we are able to gather, the Program will hold a smaller ceremony to highlight each of 
these students. 
 

December 2019 

Eric Baer 

Olin Boson 

Golshan Motamedi 

Cathryn Stodola 

Maureen Zach 

 

May 2020 

Alex Anderson 

Leah Bastian 

Kathy Goerman 

Nancy Gomez 

Nicole Krapf 

Simone La Pierre 

Lara LewandowskiRhea Lyons 

Tabitha Schroeder 

Madeline Shay 

Bret Stalcup 

Caitlin Stark 

Caitlynn Suiter Kelly 

Molly Willihnganz 
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August 2020 

Aneidys Reyes 

 
Financial Assistance Opportunity 
 
An email was sent to all students on Friday, April 17th regarding the Presidential Relief Fund.  This is a fund, specifically for students currently enrolled 
at Edgewood AND who will be enrolled again in Fall 2020.    If you no longer have the email, here is what it said: 

 
Dear Students – 
You are receiving this email because whether you are an undergraduate, a graduate student, or you are finishing up your degree at either level, I have 
important news for you. 
You are eligible to apply for COVID-19 relief funds. 
Thanks to the generosity and leadership of our Board of Trustees, you may be eligible for a grant from the Presidential Relief Fund. You may have 
also seen recently the federal government has made funds available for college students – both undergrad and grad. 
We have created a simple, universal application for you to complete and submit. It will take you five minutes or less. You may be eligible to receive up 
to $1,500 to help with expenses and other financial challenges related to this pandemic. 
We urge you to take a moment and apply here immediately. That will start the process. 
Applications will be reviewed as they are received and will continue to be reviewed until funds are exhausted.  
As always, please reach out todeanofstudents@edgewood.edu or 608-663-2212 if you have further questions.  
 
Changes within the MFT Program 
 
We have some exciting changes happening within the MFT program.  As you are likely aware, both Ann Jamison and Lindsey Marsh have stepped 
down from their positions, Assistant TFC Director and Clinical Coordinator, respectively.   Lindsey will finish out this semester teaching Ethics and 
Social Responsibility and Ann will continue teaching our MFT 700 Research Methods course. 
 
Alex Iverson, a graduate of our MFT program, has been hired as the new Assistant TFC Director.  Though her start date has been pushed back a bit, 
due to the current health crisis, her new start date will be Monday, May 4th.  She will join Judi Culver in leading our training clinic. 
 
Deb Polacek, who we all know as an incredible instructor, a terrific administrator, and an all-around wonderful human being, will transition into the 
role of Clinical Coordinator.  She will also continue with her teaching responsibilities, though some of her courses will change.  She will now be the 
instructor for 600, 615, and 630.  This administrative transition will happen sometime late spring/early summer. As such, the position of Program 
Administrator is now vacant, and we have already posted the position and are hoping to have some great candidates. 
 
Julia Smith, who is a graduate of the Program and taught in the MFT Program for many years, will be returning to us beginning in Fall 2020.  She will 
resume teaching her previous courses, 605 and 610.   
 
Myra McNair will continue teaching in our program, though she will now be teaching our MFT 745 course, previously taught by Lindsey.  We know 
Myra will be incredible in this class, with all her connections in the community and her natural ability to collaborate with others.  
 
Justin Woodward will continue teaching our Working with Children and Adolescence course. 
 
Due to the larger cohort size, we will now have three sections of our 3-clinical internship sequence courses.  Justin Woodward and Melinda Bailey will 
continue to teach those courses, as well as Judi Culver.  They each bring a rich history and unique style to the field and no matter which section you 
choose; we know you will learn something new.   
 
For the time being, I will continue to teach Diversity, Assessment & SUD, Couples & Sex, as well as our new course, MFT 720, which provides both a 
local and global perspective to the work of MFTs; and I will teach this summer’s Ethics and Responsibility course.  My hope is to find one or two 
adjunct professors to teach two of these courses moving forward. 
 
COAMFTE Reaccreditation 
 
We are currently in the process of finishing our 5-year self-study, which is due May 1, 2020.  COAMFTE will review the document this summer and then 
is expected to come to campus for a site visit, most likely later this year or early next year.  When they come to campus, they will want to speak with as 
many faculty, students, and alumnae as possible.  Once we know the dates, we will be in contact to invite you all to come and speak about your 
experiences here.  This provides us the opportunity to look at what we are doing well and where we need to grow.   We have made many changes over 
the past few years, nearly all of which have been student directed based on feedback from the previous site visit, end of semester evaluations, and exit 
surveys.  So thank you to those of you who have used your voice to provide us with constructive feedback on our Program.  

https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fclick.icptrack.com%2Ficp%2Frelay.php%3Fr%3D14275703%26msgid%3D253361%26act%3D2VOI%26c%3D1464261%26destination%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fexpress.edgewood.edu%252FICS%252Frelief%26cf%3D563%26v%3Dc319f3e5d18a4f8b70c16176ef4949ce39077088bcf957949e543716d5c9d192&data=02%7C01%7CWHutter%40edgewood.edu%7Cadcece186bff4cfa11bc08d7e3131a74%7C482866d278644e09966cd7ba598f6184%7C0%7C0%7C637227543524819193&sdata=hvbseZIHs%2BHt5zdOXd%2BgIENod0wdDfjedaqXOSOfBTg%3D&reserved=0
mailto:deanofstudents@edgewood.edu


   

 

   
 

 

Resources 
I know that many of us have had to make significant changes to adapt to the current state of the world.  Some of these changes may be more difficult 
than others.  If you are looking for resources, for you or someone you care about, NAMI has put out some useful information, which can be found here. 

In addition, the UW Department of Psychiatry as put together some information regarding resources and support, which is available here. 

https://www.nami.org/covid-19-guide
https://www.psychiatry.wisc.edu/covid-19-mental-health-resource-guide-support/
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